Call for Papers

ISTP conferences are the premier opportunity to discuss and elaborate on a wide range of theoretical issues. This version of the conference will encourage an atmosphere of thoughtful debate, enabling further development of ideas. In this rich international context, Latin American perspectives are of special importance in this 2013 conference.

Keynote speakers
Eugene Matusov (University of Delaware)
Pablo Fernández Christlieb (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

General discussant
Ivana Marková (University of Stirling; London School of Economics and Political Science)

Submission of proposals
We encourage the submission of proposals around four thematic lines:
- Education and public debate
- Social psychology and affect
- Psychoanalysis and dialogism
- Biology and culture interpenetration
- Power, subjectivation, and liberation

The submission process involves two-steps:
1. Proposals of ‘discussion frames’
   Deadline: July 30th, 2012
2. Proposals of individual papers and conversation sessions (interactive symposia, round table, debates or workshops, among others), that may or may not be attached to one of the discussion frames.
   Deadline: November 30th

For detailed information about how to submit a discussion frame or proposal please visit www.syntagmas.net/istp2013/academic2.php

Language
- Main language: English
- Secondary language: Spanish

Program Committee
Antonia Larrain (Chile), Andres Haye (Chile), Ole Dreier (Denmark), Vanessa Lux (Germany), Gavin Sullivan (UK), Werner Böhmke (South Africa), Nerea Aldunate (Chile)

More information www.syntagmas.net/istp2013
Queries: istp2013@gmail.com